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Abstract: 1H Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) metabolomics is one of the fundamental tools in
the fast-developing metabolomics field. It identifies and quantifies the most abundant metabolites,
alterations of which can describe energy metabolism, activated immune response, protein synthesis
and catabolism, neurotransmission, and many other factors. This paper summarizes our results of
the 1H NMR metabolomics approach to characterize the distribution of relevant metabolites and
their alterations induced by cerebral ischemic injury or its combination with hyperhomocysteinemia
in the affected tissue and blood plasma in rodents. A decrease in the neurotransmitter pool in the
brain tissue likely follows the disordered feasibility of post-ischemic neurotransmission. This decline
is balanced by the increased tissue glutamine level with the detected impact on neuronal health.
The ischemic injury was also manifested in the metabolomic alterations in blood plasma with the
decreased levels of glycolytic intermediates, as well as a post-ischemically induced ketosis-like state
with increased plasma ketone bodies. As the 3-hydroxybutyrate can act as a likely neuroprotectant, its
post-ischemic increase can suggest its supporting role in balancing ischemic metabolic dysregulation.
Furthermore, the 1H NMR approach revealed post-ischemically increased 3-hydroxybutyrate in the
remote organs, such as the liver and heart, as well as decreased myocardial glutamate. Ischemic
preconditioning, as a proposed protective strategy, was manifested in a lower extent of metabolomic
changes and/or their faster recovery in a longitudinal study. The paper also summarizes the pre- and
post-ischemic metabolomic changes in the rat hyperhomocysteinemic models. Animals are challenged
with hyperglycemia and ketosis-like state. A decrease in several amino acids in plasma follows the
onset and progression of hippocampal neuropathology when combined with ischemic injury. The 1H
NMR metabolomics approach also offers a high potential for metabolites in discriminatory analysis
in the search for potential biomarkers of ischemic injury. Based on our results and the literature data,
this paper presents valuable findings applicable in clinical studies and suggests the precaution of
a high protein diet, especially foods which are high in Met content and low in B vitamins, in the
possible risk of human cerebrovascular neuropathology.
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1. Introduction
1.1. General Description of Ischemic/Reperfusion (IR) Animal Models

Cerebral ischemia is one of the major causes of death and long-term disability in
most industrialized populations [1]. Animal models play an inevitable role in the research
of the etiology of ischemic damage and protection. Experimental approaches to model
human cerebral ischemia include reduction in global cerebral blood flow or focal occlusion
of the middle cerebral artery, considered to be closest to human ischemic stroke. This
paper summarizes the results of our experiments using the model of global ischemic
damage developed by Pulsinelli by four-vessel occlusion (4VO), which provides reversible
forebrain ischemia in rats with high reproducibility [2]. Its simplified version using two-
vessel occlusion coupled with hypotension is appropriate for the study of chronic cerebral
hypoperfusion [3].

1.2. Metabolomic Approach

In recent decades, metabolomics studies are gaining extensive popularity. The enor-
mous development in technology and bioinformatics makes the research design and data
analysis more accessible. Progress in other biochemical research fields has uncovered that
metabolites act not only as intermediates and nutrients, but they are also very important me-
diators, signaling and regulatory molecules, neurotransmitters, osmolytes, modulators of
immunity response, and influencers of epigenetic changes. In addition, single metabolites
or their clusters are of high potential in discriminatory analysis in the search for potential
disease biomarkers.

Metabolomic research is nowadays carried out on two basal instrumental platforms,
mass spectrometry (MS) and NMR spectroscopy, where both of them have their pros
and cons. NMR spectroscopy is characterized by very high reproducibility [4] but lower
sensitivity in comparison to MS, which shows high sensitivity balanced with average
reproducibility. NMR requires minimal sample preparation, as the entire sample can be
analyzed in one measurement. Its fundamental features make NMR not optimal for targeted
analysis. The situation differs in MS, where more complex sample preparation is required,
and different additional chromatography techniques dependent on metabolites analyses
have to be used for sample fractionation which results in higher costs per sample. However,
MS is more appropriate for targeted metabolomics. Taking this into consideration, although
NMR is not able to cover that broad spectrum of metabolites as MS does, its potential
for evaluating the most abundant metabolites in the sample with high reproducibility
makes this method predestinated for fundamental metabolomics studies. In biomedical
research, the NMR metabolomics approach includes analyses of tissues in vivo (MRS) [5],
ex vivo (magic angle spinning NMR) [6], and 1H NMR spectroscopy of biofluids or tissue
extracts. This review aims to summarize the main findings in metabolomic alterations
in the ischemic brain model as well as the hyperhomocysteinemic model in rodents via
in vitro 1H NMR spectroscopy.

2. Metabolomic Alterations

2.1. Brain Tissues after Cerebral Ischemia Studied by the 1H NMR

Seconds to minutes after a focal or global ischemic attack, metabolic rates are reduced
and an energy crisis takes place. A complex of interconnected biochemical events arises
that is not always linear, but often circular, sequential, or causal. During a period of reper-
fusion, delivery of oxygen and nutrients to support cellular metabolism is partially or
fully re-established and potentially damaging side products of cellular metabolism are
to be eliminated. Basal metabolic alterations were described in the long-term continuum
of biochemical research; however, the detailed metabolomic profile of the post-ischemic
alterations remained for a long time scarcely studied, likely due to the non-effective experi-
mental approach.

As shown in many extensive studies, the ischemically induced excessive glutamate
release from neurons known as ‘glutamate neurotoxicity’ is one of the major causes of
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post-ischemic cell damage [7]. Glutamate was detected to be elevated rapidly after the
onset of ischemia and declined following reperfusion [8]. In addition to other cerebral
damaging mechanisms, excitotoxic glutamate inhibits mTOR signaling and leads to ex-
aggerated neuronal insulin resistance [9], making neurons more vulnerable to metabolic
stress. This condition can likely result in the switch for the demand for other energy
substrates to preserve cells viability under disordered tissue metabolism. Extracellular
glutamate is rapidly taken up and converted to glutamine in the glutamate–glutamine
cycle by glutamine synthetase [10] localized in astrocytes, or other cells of the astroglial
family [11]. The high abundance of both glutamate and glutamine in brain tissues makes
them predetermined to be easily detected by NMR methods.

As documented by us, 1H NMR analysis of tissue homogenates in our experiments
showed decreased glutamate content in the 24 h period after global cerebral ischemia in
the rat cortex and hippocampus [12], and similarly in the hippocampus and cortex in both
female and male mice, 1 h after two-vessel occlusion (2VO) operation [13]. Glutamate
levels were found to decrease also in the left ischemic hemisphere in 1, 3, 9, and 24 h
after middle carotid artery occlusion (MCAO) [14,15], as well as 7 days after transient
and permanent MCAO in rats [16]. These findings are complementary to the study by
Kovalenko et al. who observed postischemic depletion of synaptic vesicles, the mail storage
of neurotransmitters [17].

On the other hand, in our study using global cerebral ischemia in rats [13] as well as in
another study using the MCAO model [14], was observed an increased level of glutamine,
the main product of eliminating excessive extracellular glutamate. Glutamine is considered
a metabolically protective agent in the astroglial cells for the regulation and acceleration of
post-ischemic immunological response in the process of proposed neuroinflammation [18],
as it serves as the primary fuel for the protective immune cells, lymphocytes, neutrophils,
macrophages, and also shows an important role in cytokine production [19]. It was shown
that after MCAO in mice, resident microglia rapidly proliferate, playing a prominent role
in phagocytosis [20,21]. In post-ischemic conditions, inflammatory cells infiltrate the brain
and exhibit distinct temporal profiles for microglia, neutrophils, T-cells, astrocytes, and NK
cells, as reviewed in detail by Yan et al. [21].

Together with glutamate, inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA (gamma-aminobutyrate)
is excessively deregulated in the extracellular space after the ischemic event [22]. Likewise,
the post-ischemic decrease in its tissue concentration was observed in our study using
in vitro 1H NMR in the cortex and hippocampus in the 4VO model in rats [12]. A similar
observation was documented in permanent MCAO and transient MCAO in the ischemic
hemisphere in rats [16], and in the contralateral hemisphere after MCAO in rats [15]. This
is in line with previous studies documenting reduced GABA transmission in cerebral
I/R damage, supporting the fact that disturbances in the GABA system take place in the
complex pathology of cerebral I/R injury [23].

Many 1H NMR studies, including our own on global ischemic injury [12–14], consis-
tently showed decreased levels of aspartate in the brain tissues in different ischemic models
on rodents. Aspartate was considered for a long time to be (together with glutamate)
a major excitatory transmitter in the brain; however, its role in neurotransmission was
questioned a few years ago by Herring et al. [24]. The leaking of aspartate, as well as
glutamate and GABA, into extracellular space after the ischemic event occurs apparently
due to the destabilization and deterioration of the plasma membrane and blood–brain
barrier (BBB) [25,26]. Thus, our 1H NMR metabolomics analysis can provide deeper and
on-time data on the post-ischemic neurotransmitter alterations in the brain. This approach
can achieve more precise knowledge of the functionality/efficiency of neurotransmission
in the affected brain region.

Another functional aspect linked with the monitoring of a series of metabolite’s content,
such as the level of N-acetyl aspartate (NAA) enables the indirect estimation of neuronal
damage by the detection of its level. NAA is abundantly present and almost exclusively
localized in neurons, and it is considered to be a marker of neuronal viability/health.
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Studies on long-term focal ischemia, transient ischemia, and brain injury without neuronal
death detected post-ischemic decreased NAA levels by in vivo MRS. Remarkably, the
content was able to recover [27], which suggested the position of NAA as a marker of
neuronal functionality rather than neuronal density [28]. Reduced NAA levels are also
thought of as a valuable marker of brain injury after stroke or hypoxia with the power of
the disorder outcome prediction [27]. This was supported by the findings that decreased
NAA levels in brain tissue extracts via 1H NMR spectroscopy were found; however, these
findings were in different proportions in our four-vessel occlusion model of global ischemia
and also in all above-mentioned animal models of cerebral ischemia [12–16,29].

Choline is essential for the synthesis of cell membranes lipids and facilitates restorative
arteriogenesis in the ischemia-damaged brain parenchyma [30]. Choline can be synthe-
sized de novo by virtually all animals, but the main source remains the diet. Choline
availability is metabolically a crucial point to achieve accelerated membrane repair for the
survival/regeneration of the neuronal cells following ischemic injury, and oral administra-
tion of choline showed a partial neuroprotective effect after cerebral ischemia [31]. In our
experiments, we used 1H NMR spectroscopy, which allows the estimation of choline level
in the tissue and therewith the tissue potential for proposed repair of ischemic damage. As
detected in our study in the 4VO model in rats, it was found to be decreased in both brain
areas—the cortex and hippocampus—for 24 h [12]; however, this was not proved in the
focal MCAO models, likely due to the different animal models of cerebral ischemia [14,15].

Our experimental approach using the 4VO Pulsinelli model of ischemia enables us to
recapitulate the results of NMR analysis of some metabolites in detail, but we identified
and quantified also additional groups of metabolites—such as branched-chain amino
acids (BCAAs), phenylalanine, tyrosine, fumarate, inosine, ascorbate, succinate, myo-
inositol, taurine, and alanine—that may be targeted in brain tissue homogenates by 1H
NMR spectroscopy [12]. All of these metabolites are participating in a broad spectrum of
biochemical pathways—such as energy metabolism, compartmentalization of glutamate,
nitrogen homeostasis, synthesis of neurotransmitters [32]—as well as serving as radical
scavengers in the rat brain [33].

The most important observations based on our study and other 1H NMR studies
on postischemic rodent brains are extensively summarized in Table 1. It is obvious that
some variability exists in the post-ischemic metabolomic response in specific brain tissues,
which is dependent upon used ischemia models, ischemia severity, time of reperfusion,
type of animals, and some other factors. That considered, we would rather recommend
the evaluation of concrete brain subregions than the whole hemisphere or even the whole
brain, which may not be representative enough to obtain reliable results. This approach
can also suppress brain region-specific differences that—although the brain regions show
many common post-ischemic metabolomics features—were present and were shown and
proved in our previous work between the cortex and hippocampus [12].

Table 1. Metabolomic changes in tissues and blood plasma in different animal models of cerebral
ischemia by in vitro 1H NMR metabolomic approach

Reper-Fusion Increase Decrease References

4VO rats 24 h cortex glutamine, isoleucine, valine,
phenylalanine, fumarate

glutamate, GABA,
NAA, choline [12]

24 h hippocampus
glutamate, GABA,

ascorbate, inosine, NAA,
choline, myo-inositol

[12]

3 h blood plasma
glucose, 3-hydroxybutyrate,

acetoacetate, BCAAs,
BCKAs, phenylalanine

lactate, pyruvate, alanine,
citrate, glutamine,

lipoproteins,
tyrosine, lysine

[34]
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Table 1. Cont.

Reper-Fusion Increase Decrease References

24 h blood plasma
glucose, 3-hydroxybutyrate,

acetoacetate, acetone, BCAAs,
BCKAs, phenylalanine

lactate, pyruvate, alanine,
citrate, glutamine,

lipoproteins, citrate
[34,35]

72 h blood plasma glucose citrate [34]
24 h heart 3-hydroxybutyrate glutamate [12]

2VO mice female 1 h cortex

leucine, isoleucine, valine,
alanine, lysine, glutamine,

succinate,
myo-inositol, GABA

glutamate, aspartate,
taurine, NAA [13]

1 h hippocampus leucine, isoleucine, valine,
alanine, GABA, tyrosine glutamate, aspartate [13]

mice male 1 h cortex
leucine, isoleucine, valine,

alanine, lysine, GABA,
glutamine, tyrosine

glutamate, aspartate, NAA, [13]

1 h hippocampus isoleucine, valine. alanine,
GABA, glutamine glutamate [13]

MCAO rat 24 h
left ischemic

cerebral
hemisphere

glycine, GABA,
alanine, choline

myo-inositol, NAA,
aspartate,

glutamate, creatine
[14]

24 h right cerebellum GABA, aspartate,
glutamine, choline

glutamate,
succinate, creatine [14]

MCAO rat 1 h
ipsilateral
(ischemic)

hemisphere

alanine, GABA,
choline, glycine NAA, glutamate, creatine [15]

3 h
ipsilateral
(ischemic)

hemisphere

alanine, GABA,
choline, glycine

NAA, glutamate,
aspartate, creatine [15]

9 h
ipsilateral
(ischemic)

hemisphere
alanine, glycine NAA, glutamate,

aspartate, creatine [15]

24 h
ipsilateral
(ischemic)

hemisphere

alanine, GABA,
choline, glycine

NAA, glutamate,
aspartate, creatine [15]

rat 1 h contralateral
hemisphere alanine, aspartate GABA, glutamate [15]

3 h contralateral
hemisphere aspartate, glycine [15]

9 h contralateral
hemisphere aspartate [15]

24 h contralateral
hemisphere alanine, aspartate, choline creatine [15]

pMCAO rat 7 days left brain extracts glutamine NAA, GABA,
glutamate, succinate [16]

tMCAO rat 2 h–7 days left brain extracts NAA, GABA,
glutamate, succinate [16]

MCAO rat 3 months day 2 brain lysine, tryptophan,
glycine, fumarate NAA [29]

rat
12 months day 2 brain NAA [29]

rat 3 months day 2 liver [29]
rat

12 months day 2 liver choline, 3-hydroxybutyrate,
taurine

tyrosine, tryptophan,
serine, alanine, histamine [29]

rat 3 months day 2 blood plasma lysine tyrosine, choline, citrate [29]
rat

12 months day 2 blood plasma lysine, isoleucine tyrosine, citrate,
proline, threonine [29]

4VO rat-hHcy 24 h blood plasma

lactate, leucine, isoleucine,
valine, acetone,

3-hydroxybutyrate,
phenylalanine, creatine

glucose, pyruvate,
citrate, lipoproteins [36]

2.2. Circulating Metabolites in Animal Models of Cerebral Ischemia

The organism is a complex system functioning by the interaction of all organs, injury
to one organ can impact the others and produce compensatory effects or secondary injury,
which also applies to cerebral ischemia [37]. Blood serves as the main mediator and carrier
in inter-organ communication and there is increasing evidence that brain ischemic injury
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induces not only cerebral regional metabolomic alterations, but also post-ischemic shifts
in metabolite levels which were also observable in the blood [12,34–36,38]. 1H NMR
spectroscopy as a very robust analytical methodology is, however, balanced by the reduced
sensitivity. The methodology is suitable for analytical plasma metabolomics since it can
detect about 70 of the most abundant metabolites [39], of which about 30 can be quantified
responsibly and reliably, depending on the instrument, sample preparation, acquisition, etc.

The metabolomics alterations in blood plasma generally indicate a switch in the over-
all organism energy metabolism. Remarkably, MCAO in mice induced brain-remoted
hepatic ketogenesis as evaluated via GC-MS [38]. Similarly, in our experiments, in the 4VO
model of cerebral ischemia in rats, 1H NMR spectroscopy was able to detect a comparable
increase in ketone bodies (3-hydroxybutyrate, acetoacetate, and acetone) in blood plasma
in the 24 h reperfusion period [35]. This was accompanied by the increased plasma glu-
cose level, in parallel with the decline of glycolytic intermediates pyruvate and lactate,
indicating suppressed glycolysis [12,35]. In the other longitudinal study in this labora-
tory, we characterized the extent of metabolic changes in the 3 h, 24 h, and 72 h periods
after the cerebral ischemic event induced by the 4VO model [34]. The study revealed that
ketone bodies were the highest for 3 h after the ischemic event, continually decreasing
but still not achieving the level of controls within the 72 h reperfusion period. On the
other hand, blood glucose was steadily increasing with the time of reperfusion. Glycolytic
intermediates, lactate, and pyruvate—after initial significant depletion—gradually leveled
off towards the levels of controls. A very similar course was observed for alanine, which
participates together with lactate and pyruvate in fundamental biochemical pathways: in
Cahill’s and Cori´s cycles, the gluconeogenetic pathways. Branched-chain amino acids
BCAAs (leucine, isoleucine, and valine) and their ketoacids-BCKAs, as important alter-
native energy substrates, showed a very similar peak-shaped course with a maximum
in 24 h reperfusion period. Initially, decreased glutamine levels in blood plasma were
restored on the third day after the ischemic event, to the levels of controls [34]. As generally
accepted, cerebral ischemia activated the innate and adaptive immune system response
and led to a massive migration of peripheral leukocytes in the brain, with a sequence of
neutrophils first, followed by monocytes and lymphocytes [21]. All immunocompetent
cells are glutamine dependent, which is essentially needed for their proliferation. Thus,
accelerated post-ischemic immune response—combined with the compensatory role of
renal used glutamine in the post-ischemic acidosis—may lead to the depletion of glutamine
levels observed in our experiments in the ischemic/reperfused blood plasma.

Glutamate excitotoxicity that is induced by ischemic events resulted in many dele-
terious facets, including neuronal insulin desensitization [9], which limits the neurons
in the utilization of glucose. Adaptative cerebral metabolism allows the use of alterna-
tive metabolic substrates that can fulfill metabolic requirements in periods of impaired
glycolysis. Ketone bodies significantly contribute to cerebral metabolism and they can
provide as much as 70% of the brain’s energy needs, energetically more efficiently than
glucose [40]. As we showed, during the time of acute brain injury, cerebral uptake of
ketones increased significantly [38,40], with additional elevation with the restored cerebral
blood flow [41]. 3-hydroxybutyrate, besides serving as an energy substrate, showed an
important neuroprotective effect, as it could protect neurons against glutamate-mediated
apoptosis and necrosis [42], including the mechanism of the attenuation of the formation
of reactive oxidant species [43]. In addition, 3-hydroxybutyrate was reported to help to
enhance post-ischemically lowered GABA levels in brain tissues with the subsequent en-
hancement of GABA-mediated transmission [44,45]. To complete the complexity of the
scheme, it was shown that the immediate oxidation of ketone bodies by the brain tissue
induces a decrease in cerebral glucose uptake despite an adequate glucose supply to the
brain [46,47]. As brain glucose utilization accounts for a significant part of whole-body
glucose disposal, post-ischemically observed hyperglycemia may result from suppressed
glucose utilization in the brain tissue, and/or the results of post-ischemic metabolic stress
response activated by adrenal glands.
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The detected switch in the energy metabolism towards accelerated production of
ketone bodies by the extra-cerebrally localized liver seems to be programmed and important
in the complex process to support recovery from ischemic brain damage. From a holistic
point of view, it is obvious that cerebral ischemia induces changes not only in the affected
tissue but also evokes systemic changes in the distinct organs. As shown on the second day
after MCAO in rats, an increase in 3-hydroxybutyrate, taurine, and choline was detected in
the liver, together with other changes [29]. Similarly, documented by us in this laboratory,
cerebral ischemia induced an increase in the 3-hydroxybutyrate in homogenized heart
tissue [12]. Furthermore, detected post-ischemic decrease in glutamate in the rat heart may
further affect cardiac function, as the heart presents ionotropic [48] and metabotropic [49]
glutamate receptors. The selected metabolomics alterations in organs and blood plasma
after the 4VO model in cerebral ischemia are shown in Figure 1.
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2.3. Possible 1H NMR Biomarkers of the Cerebral Ischemia

Recently, there have been two general approaches to analyzing metabolomic data. The
first one, to explain biology, is based on significant differences between/among groups,
where a hypothesis test resulting in a p-value is decisive. The second approach is to aim
to identify biomarkers, molecules whose levels can be determined with optimal sensitiv-
ity/specificity, which requires another kind of statistical evaluation. Xia et al. recommended
the use of the value of the area under the curve (AUC) derived from the ROC curve as a
quantitative parameter to judge the discrimination performance [50]. Application of the
metabolomics approach to the discovery of biomarkers in MCAO models in murine was
reviewed very recently by Jia et al. [51]; however, the paper is concerned with upregulation
or downregulation of metabolite levels, without assessment of the discriminatory power
of metabolites. Very similarly, in the work by Wang et al., significantly changed metabo-
lites after hypothesis testing without additional discriminatory analysis were claimed to
serve as potential biomarkers in cerebrospinal fluid in rats after cerebral ischemia [52].
In our experiments, we employed the discriminatory algorithm random forest with the
Monte-Carlo cross-validation using balanced subsampling (with two-thirds of samples to
evaluate feature performance and one-third to validate the model), to uncover the ability
to serve as a biomarker of cerebral ischemia in rodent models in both, the brain tissues
homogenates and the blood plasma. In the hippocampus and cortex 24 h after cerebral
ischemia by 4VO, we recognized metabolites that discriminated post-ischemic tissue from
controls with parameter AUC = 1 [12]. From a practical point of view, much more inter-
esting are biomarkers found in the blood plasma, which are due to their easy availability
predestined for clinical use. As we explored, in the 4VO rodent model of cerebral ischemia,
metabolomics changes were so strong that there were individual metabolites or their groups
found that discriminated ideally with AUC = 1. All potential biomarkers are extensively
summarized in Table 2. It is noteworthy that metabolites marked as biomarkers after
ideal discrimination are rather to be considered non-specific biomarkers since they could
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overlap with other diseases/injuries. Based on data showing the extent of metabolomic
alterations regarding ischemia severity/completeness in brain tissue, heart tissue, as well
as in blood [12], the intensity of ischemia considerably influences the discriminatory power
of particular metabolites which additionally indicates the high impact of disease severity
to all organs.

Table 2. Discrimination analysis towards biomarkers in the 4VO animal model of cerebral ischemia
in rats, metabolite levels evaluated by 1H NMR spectrometry

Reperfusion Medium Metabolites Discriminating Ischemic Rats against Controls with AUC
Value Obtained after Discrimination References

24 h cortex fumarate 1, choline 0.998, phenylalanine 0.997, valine 0.995, isoleucine 0.925,
glutamine 0.923, alanine 0.842, GABA 0.809 [12]

24 h hippocampus glutamate 1, GABA 1, choline 1, myo-inositol 0.978, ascorbate 0.963, inosine
0.919, NAA 0.918, creatine 0.894, succinate 0.878 [12]

3 h blood plasma alanine, phenylalanine, acetoacetate, all in combination AUC = 1 [34]

24 h blood plasma 3-hydroxybutyrate, acetoacetate, leucine, pyruvate, choline, all in combination
AUC = 1 [35]

24 h blood plasma alanine, isoleucine, leucine acetoacetate, pyruvate, all in combination AUC = 1 [34]

72 h blood plasma acetoacetate, lysine, 3-hydroxybutyrate, glucose, citrate, all in combination
AUC = 0.96 [34]

24 h heart glutamate 0.898 [12]

24 h blood plasma,
hHcy rats citrate, 3-hydroxybutyrate, creatine, glucose, all in combination AUC = 1 [36]

2.4. 1H NMR Metabolomics Approach in the Ischemic Preconditioning (IPC)

By the adaptation of an organism to a sublethal ischemic injury, the organism can
obtain some level of resistance against subsequent ischemic attack. The animals that
underwent ischemic preconditioning generally showed a higher number of surviving
neurons in brain structures after subsequent ischemia [53]. The protective effect of IPC is
linked to various mechanisms, such as reduction in cellular apoptosis [54], a decrease in
neurovascular damage [55], a decrease in the inflammatory response [56], and metabolomic
reprogramming [57], however, the exact mechanism is still not completely understood.

In our metabolomics studies in the 4VO model of global cerebral ischemia, the effect of
ischemic preconditioning was generally manifested in (i) the lower extent of post-ischemic
metabolites alterations and (ii) faster metabolomics recovery towards the levels of controls
in the ischemic tissue This was proved for the metabolites: glutamate, GABA, aspartate,
myo-inositol detected in cortex and metabolites: glutamate, GABA, ascorbate, inosine,
choline, and myo-inositol detected in the hippocampus in 24 h reperfusion after 4VO [12],
however, the level of NAA, as a proposed indicator of neuronal viability did not fully
reflect the introduction of the IPC maneuver [12].

In blood plasma, the effect of IPC was obvious for metabolites: ketone bodies, BCAAs,
BCKAs, lactate, pyruvate, and phenylalanine [12,34,35]. Interestingly, blood glucose level
was post-ischemically elevated in 3 h, 24 h, and 72 h in animals after 4VO, but not in IPC
animals in any reperfusion period, which may have a significant effect not only on the
energy metabolism of the affected organism but also on the general tissue and organism
post-ischemic recovery, since hyperglycemia is a known unfavorable condition in ischemic
output also in the human pathology [58].

2.5. 1H NMR Approach in Animal Models of Hyperhomocysteinemia and Cerebral Ischemia with
Induced Hyperhomocysteinemia

Many experimental and clinical studies show that co-morbid disorders are risk factors
for developing human vascular pathologies, such as stroke and cardiac failure [59,60]. Mild
hyperhomocysteinemia (hHcy) may increase the risk of these pathologies, probably due to
the pleiotropic biochemical properties of homocysteine (Hcy) [59,61,62]. Hcy is a critical
component of the one-carbon methionine (Met) metabolism [63,64]. Its toxicity is the result
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of auto-oxidation and free radical generation [61,64] as well as the toxicity of its metabolic
products, such as Hcy-thiolactone and homocysteic acid. Hyperhomocysteinemia in hu-
mans can be caused by a high intake of methionine, deficiency of vitamin B12 and folate,
or genetic polymorphism of metabolic genes. Hyperhomocysteinemia-induced oxidative
stress, inflammation, endoplasmic reticulum stress, and likely disorders of mitochondria all
play an important role in the pathogenesis of acute and degenerative neurological diseases.
Remarkably, pyramidal neurons of the hippocampus are sensitive to prolonged levels of
homocysteine due to the absence of metabolization by transsulfuration, as well as by folate
or B12-dependent remethylation. The role of hyperhomocysteinemia in amyloid deposition
and hyperphosphorylation of tau protein in the brain, along with plasma metabolic alter-
ations in cerebral ischemia–reperfusion injury, was noticed by our experiments and other
studies [59,60]. Prevention of hyperhomocysteinemia may have therapeutic implications
in cerebral ischemic stroke and deserves investigation as related pathomechanisms are
still not well characterized and are thought to be complex and multifactorial [65]. It is
believed that, in parallel to the induction of cellular and molecular injury induced by Hcy,
an impairment of epigenetic control mechanisms of gene expression due to the interference
with one-carbon unit metabolism or the changes in the structure and function of proteins
by the post-translational N- and S-homocysteinylation can explain Hcy toxicity.

Transport of Hcy across the plasma membrane is mediated by several amino acid
transport systems from the solute carrier (SLC) superfamily, including sodium-dependent
systems for aspartate and glutamate (XAG), alanine–serine–cysteine (ASC), and alanine
(A), and sodium-independent large neutral branched-chain or aromatic amino acid system
L [66,67]. This is the reason why an elevated level of Hcy can concur or limit the transport
of many amino acids into the tissues, including the brain. This can heavily impact relevant
intra-tissue levels of respective amino acids or amino acids blood plasma distribution,
which can be detected by the 1H NMR approach.

Experimental models of hyperhomocysteinemia (hHcy) widely utilize per os or in-
traperitoneal Hcy administration [34]. The application of the high (supraphysiological)
methionine diet is an alternative approach, which leads to hHcy conditions. A particular
link between the hHcy and the glucose metabolism in animal models can be expected, since
hHcy mice showed higher insulin levels [68]; in another way, the physiological hyperin-
sulinemia increases Met-Hcy clearance [69]. In our experimental settings, the 1H NMR
metabolomics analysis revealed that rats on high methionine diet (hyperhomocysteinemic
conditions) were challenged with hyperglycemia and a ketotic-like state [70]. The relative
levels of plasma amino acids: phenylalanine, tryptophan, tyrosine, and histidine were
significantly decreased in Met overfed rats [71], and relative plasma levels of BCAAs were
decreased also in hHcy induced by Hcy intraperitoneal application in a rat model [36].
Remarkably, altered plasma metabolome in the hHcy conditions affects also the onset and
possible progression of hippocampal neuropathology, as well as the behavioral pattern
in rats.

Unfortunately, only spare information is provided on the effect of hHcy at the level
of metabolic changes in vivo [66,72–74] and we used a novel approach such as in vivo
magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) for the measurement of several metabolites, such
as total N-acetyl aspartate (tNAA), myo-inositol (mIns), total choline (tCho), and total
creatine (tCr) containing compounds in the hippocampus of the rats on high methionine
diet (hHcy condition) [73]. When expressed as ratios, we found decreased tNAA (an index
of axonal integrity)/tCr, tNAA/mIns, and also reduced mlns/tCr levels. An increase in
tCho/tNAA and tCho/tCr levels was also detected. Although the changes did not express
high statistical significance, an obvious increase (more than 10%) in the hippocampal
volume was detected in animals with high methionine diet over the threshold of the
normal tissue volume without methionine pretreatment. This cytotoxic hippocampal
edema can be ascribed to the partial disruption of the blood–brain barrier caused by
the incremental Hcy or its metabolites, as well as by the direct Hcy excitotoxic effect on
astrocytes. [64]. Impairment of the endothelium’s capacity to regulate vascular tone by
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reduced bioavailability of NO and endothelial dysfunction follows hHCy conditions [75,76]
and in turn affects adjacent astrocytes to modulate extracellular space volume.

Regarding the biological significance of individual metabolites which was measured
in the hHcy conditions, it is noted that tCr has the most stable concentration among 1H
MRS-detectable metabolites in the brain, and thus it is used as a reference for relative
metabolite quantification [77]. Cr as a marker of glial cells and its simultaneous occurrence
with the neuroaxonal marker tNAA and other glial components, tCho (mainly oligoden-
drocytes) and mIns (mainly astrocytes), enables us to non-invasively reflect the intracranial
metabolic changes [78]. Hyperhomocysteinemic metabolic injury resulting in the pro-
posed axonal dysfunction is detectable by the reduced tNAA (one of the most common
amino acids in the brain which acts as an important organic osmolyte, and a precursor for
myelin-lipids synthesis) and reflects pathologic severity [79], which correlate with clinical
measures in cross-sectional studies [80]. Choline, as a precursor of membrane metabolism,
is considered a 1H MRS marker of membrane density, myelin sheet degradation, ongoing
gliosis, and ischemic and re/de-myelinization processes [81,82]. The rise in its ratio, as
was detected in our experiments, can finalize to the above-mentioned processes also in
hHcy conditions. MIns, as an important osmolyte, is synthesized in glial cells, representing
glia proliferation. Its decreased ratios revealed in our experiments are in the line of pre-
vious studies indicating neuronal tissue breakdown, edema, and/or cell lysis, or a shift
from oxidative energy metabolism due to the mitochondrial dysfunction induced by hHcy.
Met-Hcy cycle is connected to one-carbon metabolism and editing processes interfering
with epigenetic control and proteosynthesis [83]. In addition, experiments proved that a
high methionine diet (hHCy conditions) produces a toxic environment, changed metabolic
ratio, and hippocampal volume, manifested also in our study by the altered histopathologi-
cal and behavioral pattern in rats [74]. All these results are in the line with the valuable
findings applicable in clinical studies and suggest the precaution of a high protein diet
(especially food with high Met content and low B vitamins) in the possible risk of human
cerebrovascular neuropathology.

Mitochondria as an essential cellular energy producer, biosynthetic, and catabolic
organelle regulates cell survival and death [84]. Its function is critically required for the
energetic and metabolic processes in the cerebrovascular and cardiovascular systems, and
mitochondrial disorders play an important role in the etiology of cerebral and cardio-
vascular diseases [85]. Remarkably, hyperhomocysteinemic conditions deeply affect rat
heart function to the depression of left ventricular developed pressure, maximal rates of
contraction (+dP/dt) and relaxation (−dP/dt), depressed activities of electron transport
chain (ETC) complexes II–IV [85]. In our study using induction of hHcy by intraperitoneal
injection of homocysteine, we did not show elevation of protein oxidative damage, as
detected by unchanged protein carbonyl, thiol, and dithyrosine contents and depressed
level of protein adducts with 4-hydroxynonenal. However, mass spectrometry revealed
eight proteins with elevated expression playing roles in the cellular stress response, bioener-
getics, and redox balance. Results of our experiments suggest that respiratory dysfunctions
are not causally linked with oxidative damage of proteins [86], but functional alterations
manifested by cardiac dysfunction were linked with the significant reduction in sarcoplas-
mic reticular Ca2+-handling proteins such as Ca2+-ATPase (SERCA2), calsequestrin, and
histidine-rich calcium-binding protein with the unchanged level of regulatory protein phos-
pholamban (PLN). The increased PLN:SERCA2 ratio observed in our study resulted in the
inhibition of the Ca2+ ATPase activity at low free Ca2+ concentrations [86]. Notably, hHcy is
manifested in cardiac tissue by the impaired heart contractility as a result of mitochondrial
energy deterioration and disturbances in sarcoplasmic Ca2+ handling [87]. Much less is
known regarding the effect of hHcy on the tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA), the final common
pathway for the oxidation of major nutrients. Hcy or its metabolites in rats did not change
the activity of citrate synthase; however, it inhibits activity and decreases the level of the
second enzyme, aconitase, which is highly susceptible to ROS-induced damage. Notably,
succinate dehydrogenase (SDH)—which unifies the metabolism of branched-chain amino
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acids and TCA—was found to be upregulated, indicating a possible adaptive response to
the mild hHcy, at least in the rat heart [86]. Conclusively, we showed that hHcy induced
heart dysfunction leads to the alterations in the energy-linked metabolites in the cardiac
mitochondria and tissue parenchyma, which is eventually reflected in the distributed
pattern of metabolites in the blood plasma. Thus, the level of individual metabolites in
blood plasma reflect the complex response of the organism to the hyperhomocysteinemic
conditions and additionally can also be influenced by the ischemic injury in the remote
brain organ (Table 1).

In a series of experiments, we compared the pattern of blood plasma metabolites
detected by 1H NMR in rats with induced global cerebral ischemia with the rats with
induced hyperhomocysteinemia combined with successive global ischemia. The analysis
showed that both conditions resulted in very similar patterns in the alterations of plasma
metabolites as was observed in not-Hcy-treated animals (see Table 2). An increase in
3-hydroxybutyrate, acetone, phenylalanine, and BCAAs was compensated by a decrease in
pyruvate, citrate, and triacylglycerols [36] as a large part of the lipoprotein fraction [88].
The main difference observed between the hHcy and the non-hHcy ischemic animals was
the post-ischemic decrease in glucose plasma level [36], which indicates the pronounced
deregulation of glucose metabolism in the hyperhomocysteinemic condition. However,
the additional impact of ischemic attack aggravates hHcy-induced neurodegenerative pro-
cesses observed by the histological patterns and eventually leads to the manifestation of the
development of Alzheimer’s disease-like neuropathology [89]. The delayed post-ischemic
metabolic recovery of hHcy animals may, furthermore, restrict protein and neurotransmit-
ters synthesis, nitrogen homeostasis, and other healing processes since hHcy alone (without
induction of ischemia) restricts the amount of many essential and non-essential amino
acids in the rat blood plasma, which is believed as a main metabolomic supply for the
brain tissue. Since many amino acids use common BBB transporters [90] to enter the brain
parenchyma, their imbalanced levels and relations in the blood plasma may result in further
competition when crossing BBB and thus more influence the metabolomic environment in
the brain during ischemic recovery in hHcy animals.

3. Challenges to Clinical Translation and Future Perspectives

The advancement of basic medical research to materialize the ‘bench-to-bedside’
concept is inevitably linked with the therapy progress of cerebrovascular diseases. Proper
analysis of metabolites content with their proven many biological functions—such as
modifying proteins and genes, serving as signal molecules, neurotransmitters, osmolytes,
supplying cell energy, and so on—should not be underestimated. The excellent feature of
metabolomic studies to reveal a fast response to ischemic insult makes it preferential in
comparison to proteomic or histologic findings on the affected tissue that can evolve over
several days. Based on all studies reviewed, including ours, it seems that cerebral ischemia
occurs on the level of the whole organism, with its own adapting/repairing mechanisms
observable at the metabolomic level. The most obvious is the conversion of excessive
glutamate to glutamine to accelerate organism immune response induction of synthesis of
neuroprotective liver ketones, which are able to pass the blood–brain barrier and target
nerve tissue. It seems that early intervention towards metabolomics pathways can have
deeper benefits for the injured tissue and also later manifest at other levels. Considering the
fact that basal metabolomic pathways are relatively well described and understood from
years of biochemical research, studies describing influence towards suppressing/enhancing
metabolism are achievable.

Limitations of experimental studies often include animal models of cerebral ischemia
which are conducted on young animals without any comorbidity. This results in a net injury
effect, but the ischemic damage in the context of often chronic diseases found in the elderly
human population is, in this way, not documented. The extension of experimental models
by other risk factors prevalent in civilization makes information obtained better translatable
to humans. The model of hyperhomocysteinemia as a recognized cerebrovascular risk
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factor widens our understanding of the proposed coincidence with ischemic injury, and
it should be investigated in further detail in parallel with obesity, diabetes, and other
conditions. The future of the 1H NMR technique in the metabolomic studies of cerebral
ischemia depends on the possibility of broadening the spectrum of validated animal models,
including not only risk factors and unfavorable conditions, but also the protective agents
and schemas. Besides that, it should stand a chance to support the results by complementary
biochemical methods. In any case, the 1H NMR metabolomic studies should not only be
purely descriptive, but the authors should try the interpretation of results and assessment
of observation in a holistic context of ischemic injury affecting the whole organism, and
then the metabolomic studies will gain their values.

4. Conclusions
1H NMR metabolomics is a suitable method to track changes in the levels of most

abundant metabolites present in the ischemically affected tissues and blood plasma. Studies
document that observed changes were more or less consistent among various models of
cerebral ischemia: in the brain tissue, the decreased levels of glutamate, GABA, NAA,
choline, and aspartate balanced with the increased glutamine level. Remarkably, cerebral
ischemia is manifested also in the metabolomics changes in remote organs, such as the
heart and liver, and also in the blood plasma, where probably the most pronounced
change was post-ischemically induced hyperglycemia with the ketosis-like state. The
changes that were not discussed in detail are summarized and referred to. Ischemically
preconditioned animals generally showed a lower extent of metabolomic changes or faster
recovery in the longitudinal studies. The paper also discusses the metabolomic changes in
the hyperhomocysteinemia models in rats. A combination of hHcy with cerebral ischemia
induced more pronounced alterations in the metabolomic state manifested by the apparent
decline in the levels of many amino acids. Concurrent hyperglycemia may further handicap
animals in the post-ischemic recovery and additionally result in deeper and exaggerated
histological and functional neurodegenerative features. Finally, data obtained by the 1H
NMR spectroscopy approach on animal models of cerebral ischemia showed high potential
in the search for biomarkers of ischemic injury and these must be thoroughly elaborated
for experimental and clinical purposes.
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